The consideration of binary lenses is crucial in the analysis of self-lensing in microlensing surveys. A binary event presents high magnification peaks when the source crosses the caustic curve. We compute the rates of caustic crossing events both for resolved sources, such as towards the galactic bulge, and for unresolved sources, as in pixel microlensing. We find that the relative number of caustic crossing events in a pixel microlensing survey is comparable to that in a classical survey with resolved stars. The two competing effects of larger region of high magnification and more severe finite source effects approximately cancel out. A pixel microlensing survey of M87 with the Advanced Camera for Surveys to be installed on the Hubble Space Telescope could observe several caustic crossing events in a month of daily monitoring, and a comparable NGST survey could observe of order 50 such events. Furthermore, such a search might be able to detect extragalactic planetary systems.
INTRODUCTION
Gravitational microlensing has been a powerful probe of massive dark objects in the galactic halo (Paczyński 1986; Griest 1991; Alcock et al. 1995) . If the lens is a binary, a pair of caustic crossings may be observed. The caustics of the lens system are curves on which the magnification is formally infinite, and quite large in practice. Such events yield more information about the source-lens system than simple events, and it is even possible to image the surface of the source star thanks to the large magnification. This type of event has been seen towards the galactic bulge and the Small and Large Magellanic Clouds (Alcock et al. 1997; Afonso et al. 1998; Albrow et al. 1995; . As the data towards the LMC and SMC seem to indicate more and more that all microlensing events can be accounted for by unobserved stars in those systems, we must consider binary lenses as being common. The theory of binary events towards resolved stars has been studied previously (Mao & Paczyński 1991) .
The pixel technique extends the feasibility of microlensing experiments by removing the requirement that individual stars be resolved (Crotts 1992 , Baillon et al. 1993 . The possibility of detecting caustic crossings due to binary lenses in pixel events is intriguing, as it allows us to study stellar populations at great distances. The relative rate of simple and binary events is determined by two competing effects: (1) in a binary lens, the region of formally infinite magnification has a finite cross-section which can be as large as the Einstein ring, and in a pixel survey this would imply an increased rate of caustic crossing events relative to simple events due to the higher magnification required; (2) the finite size of the source has much more severe effects in a caustic crossing event, since the maximum magnification is of order the square root of the maximum magnification in a simple event. This study examines the relative importance of these competing effects.
THE TWO POINT MASS GRAVITATIONAL LENS
We begin with a theoretical discussion of the two point mass gravitational lens, the appropriate model of a binary star system. This model has been studied extensively (Schneider & Weiß 1986; Erdl & Schneider 1993) . We quote some relevant results. We take the masses of the lenses to be M 1 and M 2 , with M = M 1 + M 2 , and we define dimensionless masses µ 1,2 = M 1,2 /M such that µ 1 + µ 2 = 1. Furthermore, we define q = M 2 /M 1 , with 0 ≤ q ≤ 1 without loss of generality. We take the standard notation of distances to the source D s = L, deflector D d = xL, and deflector-source distance D ds = (1 − x)L. We adopt a complex parameterization (Witt 1990 ) of the lens system. The lens plane (source plane) takes a complex coordinate r (y). We define the Einstein radius and angle for the system as (Einstein 1936 )
We now can use the Einstein radius to define dimensionless position vectors for the source (ζ = yx/R E ) and lens (z = r/R E ) planes. A source at ζ in the source plane will appear in the lens plane at z when the lens equation
is satisfied. We set the lens positions z 1 = −z 2 = d/2, along the real axis. In this formalism, the Jacobian is
The magnification of an image at z is given by 1/|J|, with the sign of J giving the parity of the image. The total 1 magnification is just the sum of the individual magnifications.
The points where the Jacobian vanishes trace out the critical curves in the lens plane. The inverse images of the critical curves are the caustics in the source plane, where the magnification is formally infinite. The critical curves are simply parameterized by
At each φ there are four roots of the resulting quartic equation. Extending the parameter range to 8π and with appropriate phase assignments, all four roots can be encompassed in one continuous parameterization. The two lenses are a distance d apart in the lens plane. There are three regimes in this system, the so-called close, intermediate, and wide binaries. A close binary exhibits three caustics, one with four cusps on the line of the lenses and two with three cusps off the line. The intermediate binary exhibits one six-cusped caustic, and the wide binary exhibits two four-cusped caustics on the lens line. Definingμ = 3µ 1 µ 2 , the separation points d CI and d IW are as follows (Erdl & Schneider 1993) ,
In the equal mass case, µ 1 = µ 2 = 1/2, we find d CI = 1/ √ 2 and d IW = 2. Asμ → 0, the intermediate binary vanishes, and the transition between close and wide is at
Lastly, we expand the parameterizations of the critical curves and caustics in the limits where d → 0, ∞. Defining µ = µ 1 − µ 2 and u = exp(−iφ/2) with 0 < φ < 4π, we find as d ≪ d CI :
with O(d 3 ) errors and as d ≫ d IW :
with O(d −3 ) errors.
BINARY SYSTEMS
We now discuss the observed physical parameters of binary systems relevant to our calculation. It is well known that a large fraction of stars have companions, perhaps the majority. A well-known rule of thumb is that the distribution of periods P for binary systems is constant in ln P , with roughly 10% of binaries in each decade from one-third day to ten million years. Less well known is the correlation between the masses of the bound stars. At high masses, a correlation is seen, but at low masses, the data are inconclusive.
We proceed to express the separation of the binary pair in terms of its period and total mass. With semimajor axis a, Kepler's law reads
The Einstein radius is
with C = 0.28538 x(1 − x)10 D/10 , and D is the distance modulus to the source. Assuming that the projected separation is at maximum, the most probable situation, we find the crucial relation
In the range P/yr = [10 −3 , 10 7 ], the distribution in P is simply dN/d log P = 1/10, and is correctly normalized. Fixing all other quantities, appropriate for the rate calculation we will do, we thus find the distribution of binaries
There is disagreement about the distribution in q of binary systems, ranging from a linear rise ∝ 2.6 + 2.9q (Mazeh et al. 1992 ) to a power law decline ∝ q −1.3 (Patience et al. 1998), with other measurements falling between (Duquennoy & Mayor 1991; Trimble 1990) . In the next section we will find that the effects of the q distribution of binaries are mild.
SIZE OF CAUSTIC STRUCTURE
To compute the rate of caustic crossing microlensing events, we need to determine the linear size of the caustic structure, appropriately averaged over the distribution of binary systems. The linear dimension, rather than the area, is the relevant quantity for finding the rate of caustic crossing events.
For simple events, the rate can be obtained as the number of background sources crossing twice the Einstein radius per unit of time. We replace the Einstein radius by the mean radius of the caustic, defined as half the mean projected length. In this way, we count all entries of the caustic structure, i.e. an event with four caustic crossings counts twice. This gives an upper bound on the rate of binary events.
In general, the mean radius of a closed curve is given by ℓ = ℓ/(2π), where ℓ is the total length of the curve. In a parametric representation of the caustic ζ = ζ(φ), its length in units of
We have computed the length of the caustic structure for various values of q. The caustic length is not so sensitive to the unclear q distribution as it is instead to the lens separation d, as we show in figure 1. .   Fig 1. -Mean radius of caustic structure as a function of lens separation, both in units of the Einstein angle. We have averaged over several distributions in q.
For small and large separations d, we have found the leading behavior of the mean caustic radius. In both cases the caustics are approximately square. The mean radius is ℓ = 3d
Thus, we see that the caustic structure is largest when d is of order unity.
These dimensionless linear sizes in the source plane are multiplied by R E /x to make a physical size. When projected into the lens plane, they are simply multiplied by x, meaning that the size of the caustics in the dimensionless lens plane units is the same as the size in the dimensionless source plane units.
CAUSTIC CROSSINGS
The magnification seen during a caustic crossing is critically important to a calculation of the event rate. In the interior neighborhood of a caustic in the source plane, the magnification diverges as K/ √ Y , where Y is the perpendicular distance to the caustic (Chang & Refsdal 1979 , Kayser & Witt 1989 ). The flux factor K depends on the lens map through the length of the tangent vector to the caustic, T = |T ζ | as K = 2R E /(xT ). In the complex parameterization, the tangent vectors to the critical curve and caustic are (Witt 1990 )
Defining the Einstein time as usual t E = 2R E /v, and taking the angle to the normal as δ, the lightcurve near the caustic crossing at t = t 0 is
with the + sign (− sign) when entering (exiting) the caustic. In pixel lensing F 0 is unknown (but see the end of this section for a possibility to determine it). However, there are two caustic crossings, and if the timescales of the two are compared, the ratio of the geometric factors T cos δ at each of the two caustic crossings can be measured. This may provide some insight into the exact parameters of individual events. We consider now finite size effects. The maximum am-plification of a finite source of angular size θ s is given by
where f is a form factor depending on the luminosity profile of the source. For a uniform disk, f = 1.39, while a limb-darkened profile ∼ 1 − r 2 /R 2 s gives f = 1.47 (Kayser & Witt 1989 ), thus we see that the profile is relatively unimportant for our purposes. We plot the dimensionless factor 2/T for several values of d and q in figure 2. It is computed along the caustic and plotted as a function of the coordinate θ x . Multiplied by the form factor f , this magnification coefficient is almost always greater than unity. When the lens separation deviates from unity, the minimum value of this factor becomes quite large. Thus, approximating the magnification factor as unity is conservative.
We may gain useful information by measuring the duration of the caustic crossing. This is the time over which the disk of the source star intersects the caustic, and is given simply by
For star-star lensing in a distant galaxy, x ≈ 1, L is known, and v and cos δ are taken from known distributions. This can give a handle on the angular size of the source star. Furthermore, if the caustic crossing is seen in multiple wavebands, the color(s) of the source star can be determined. With the color and the angular size, a rough estimate of the absolute flux F 0 can be derived. It may also be possible to image the surface of these extragalactic stars as the caustic passes over them, as has been done towards the SMC (Afonso et al. 1998; Albrow et al. 1999) . Lastly, we illustrate typical lightcurves for caustic crossing events in figure 3 . The trajectory of the source in the caustic structure is shown along with the lightcurve. 
EVENT RATE
We now compute the rate of caustic crossing events. Using the notation of Baltz & Silk (1999) , we let the velocity distribution of the source and lens population be Maxwellian with characteristic velocity v c and we let the radial physical velocity v r = v c v. The transverse velocity of the source-lens tube is v t = v c η (Griest 1991) . The total mass of the lens is M , the apparent magnitude of the source is m, and we define the mass function ξ(M ) = dN/dM normalized to unity, the luminosity function φ(m) normalized to the surface brightness, and the distribution in d is Π(d) = 3/(20d ln 10). The mean radius of the caustic structure in Einstein units is ℓ, and we have chosen a distribution constant in q.
Finite size effects determine the maximum x which can produce an event. If we require a magnification A min to observe an event, we can directly determine the maximum value of x that allows this magnification as
Here we have assumed that f 2/T ≈ 1, as is the case for most of the length of the caustic. We adopt the convention that the signal to noise totaled in the two peak samples, one at each caustic crossing, be greater than Q 0 = 7. We derive the signal to noise as follows. Assume that the telescope collects photons from a source of magnitude m at a rate S 0 10 −0.4m . An integration of t int per observation is taken. The background galaxy light falling on the pixel has a magnitude µ. This gives a signal to noise per sample of Q = √ S 0 t int 10 −0.4(m−µ/2) (A − 1). Thus there is a simple relation between the minimum allowed Q = Q 0 and the minimum amplification A min .
The minimum d allowed is determined by fixing the period at its minimum, 10 −3 yr, giving
In principle a maximum d can be determined by the binding of the binary, but it is never important observationally. If we define the effective time between caustic crossings t C = 2R E ℓ/(vv c ), we can write the rate distribution as
, where I 0 is a modified Bessel function of the second kind. We note thatĨ 0 (x ≫ 1) ≈ 1/ √ 2πx andĨ 0 (0) = 1. The density ρ ′ (x) is the effective density of source-lens systems at separation x, and can be determined by integrating the source and lens positions along the line of sight through the target system. Assuming a radial density profile of stars ρ(r) truncated at a radius R, we calculate the column density along a line of sight with impact parameter b,
The density along the line of sight is used as a probability distribution for sources. Using y = 1 − x, and assuming L ≫ s (which furthermore implies that R E only depends on y and L and not on s), we find
Finally, we comment on the rate of binary events with resolved sources. In this case there is no maximum x, as any caustic crossing event can be detected. Thus the integral over the luminosity function φ(m) is trivial. The remaining triple integral over M , x, and d is simply multiplied by the number of monitored stars.
EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION
We consider the case of star-star lensing in M87, a giant elliptical in the Virgo cluster at a distance of 15.8 Mpc.
We take the radial profile of stars to be
with α = max 1, 1 + 0.275 log r kpc ,
and ρ 0 = 3.76 M ⊙ pc −3 , following Tsai (1993) . We adopt the I-band luminosity function of Terndrup, Frogel & Whitford (1990) , and a mass function M ξ(M ) ∝ exp(−.417 ln M − 0.0886 ln 2 M ) (Miller & Scalo 1979) . We compute the rate of caustic crossing events observed in surveys using the Advanced Camera for Surveys on the HST, and on a model NGST. We compare with the rate of simple events, using the improved peak threshold trigger of Baltz & Silk (1999) . These rates are plotted in the lower panels of figure 4. In a monitoring program of daily observations of M87 for a period of a month, the Advanced Camera for Surveys on HST would detect several binary events, and the NGST could detect of order fifty binary events.
Microlensing in M31, the Andromeda Galaxy, has been searched for extensively using the pixel technique (Ansari et al. 1997 (Ansari et al. , 1999 Melchior et al. 1998 Melchior et al. , 1999 Crotts and Tomaney 1996; Tomaney and Crotts 1996) . We have computed the rate of caustic crossing events observed in the bulge of M31, assuming a CFHT-class telescope and using the bulge model of Kent (1989) . We again compare with the rate of simple events, and plot the results in figure 4 . A CFHT survey of the bulge of M31 would detect on the order of one binary event per month of observations.
Finally we compare the rates of simple and caustic crossing events towards the bulge of the Milky Way. We take the simple bulge and disk model of Evans (1994) , with no bar. These rates are plotted in the upper panel of figure 4 . Note that typically 10 7 stars are monitored in the galactic bulge. We notice that our rates are in rough agreement with the results of the MACHO project monitoring of the galactic bulge (Alcock et al. 1997; .
The caustic crossing events are in addition to the simple microlensing events. Assuming that binaries are 50% of all star systems, we find that about 5% of events will be caustic crossings. This is comparable to the relative rate in microlensing with resolved sources. Thus, the two competing effects of larger effective cross section and more severe finite source effects approximately cancel each other. There is an interesting effect in that in pixel lensing the caustic crossing events develop over a much larger time than the simple events. This is clearly due to the fact that the time between caustic crossings is basically the Einstein time, while the full-width at half maximum time relevant for a simple event is a small fraction of the Einstein time.
As a final note, an interesting possibility for a binary lens is a planetary system. In such a system q is very small, for example q ≈ 10 −3 for the Sun and Jupiter. A massive pixel microlensing search has an intriguing chance of detecting extragalactic planetary systems (Baltz & Gondolo 1999) . This could effectively complement existing programs that search for extrasolar planets (Marcy, Cochran & Mayor 2000) . E. B. thanks P. Podsiadlowski for productive conversations concerning binary star systems. We thank J. Silk for useful comments and hospitality at Oxford University, where this research was begun. E. B. was supported by grants from NASA and DOE.
